
Hi Everyone! This is the AskAnnie Podcast, horse girl reviews on products you use. 
 
This episode is brought to you by the Three Things podcast from EQUUS Magazine. In any given 
month, your horse-keeping to-do list can seem overwhelming. Deciding which tasks take 
priority can be difficult. Thankfully, the Three Things podcast from EQUUS Magazine can help 
you do just that. Hosted by long-time editors of the magazine that horse owners trust most, the 
Three Things podcast highlights three tasks to focus on in the month ahead. Tune in for a 
focused run-down of practical topics and tips. You can find the Three Things podcast at 
www.equusmagazine.com/podcasts or on your favorite podcast platform. 
 
This episode features a listener’s request, and I loved the opportunity to share my review of the 
Dimples Horse Treats, a tasty yet extremely practical delight for the horses needing a little 
something extra. 
 
When I received this listener request, I was really curious to learn more about the Dimples 
Horse Treats. I visited dimpleshorsetreats.com, to find out more about this unique product. 
According to their website, Dimple Horse Treats were developed by David and Elizabeth 
England of Winding Way Farm LLC in Union, Kentucky. The Dimples Horse Treats come in a 
plastic, resealable tub, making it easy to store in the feed room, trailer, or anywhere you need 
to have access to the treats. The ingredients list on the side of the plastic tub containing the 
treats indicated that they contain molasses, ground corn, oats, soy meal, ground flax, wheat 
flour, beat pulp and wheat bran. A short list of ingredients that produced a delicious aroma 
upon opening the tub of Dimples Horse Treats. The Dimple Horse Treats are semispherical and  
one of the key and extremely unique traits is the thumb size divot in the center of the treat. You 
see the Dimple Horse Treats are meant to provide a tasty and easy vessel for horse owners to 
administer medication! Since Maddie nor Angel are on medication right now, I barrowed a 
friend’s horse to test out the practicality of the Dimple Horse Treats. 
 
First, I began by collecting one Dimple Horse Treat from the plastic tub. Then, I took the 
medication and placed it into the indent of the treat. Next, I gently squeezed the Dimple Horse 
Treat around the pill. The ingredient make-up of the Dimple Horse Treats allowed me to easily 
mold the treat into a round ball, while keeping the medication inside, and all without making 
my hand sticky. Lastly, I placed the Dimple Horse Treat on my hand and fed it to the eagerly 
awaiting, and completely unaware of the pill inside, to the horse needing the medication. She 
enthusiastically ate the entire treat and looked eagerly at me for more. I was really impressed 
with the ease and lack of mess that these treats provided to administer medication. There was 
no griding up the pill, messy syringe solution or unhappy equine patients, and as horse owners 
we’re always happy to find something that makes our horses enjoy these necessities as much as 
they can. 
 
Overall, what impressed me most about the Dimple Horse Treats was the ease of use, lack of 
mess, and positive feedback from the equine patient on the taste of the treat.  
 



For more information, please visit dimpleshorsetreats.com, that’s -> spell 
dimpleshorsetreats.com <- for more information. 
 
Thanks for tuning in! Learn more about the AskAnnie Podcast by following us on Facebook, 
Instagram and Pinterest @askanniepodcast. Have a suggestion for a product you’d like me to 
use in an upcoming episode? Email me at askanniepodcast@gmail.com or leave a comment on 
any of our social media pages. Find even more AskAnnie episodes anywhere you listen to 
podcasts including Apple Podcast, Soundcloud, Spotify and many more. The AskAnnie Podcast is 
a production of the Equine Podcast Network an entity of Equine Network, LLC.   


